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November 1st 2021: Transforming Purpose

Finding our calling can take both time and effort.
For many of us, this can take time and even be a
lifelong pursuit. For others, events in our lives can
trigger a transformation and reveal our purpose
to us. This happened to Meenal Lele who was
very successful in the medical device world. The
t r i g g e r ? Allergies. Meenal recognized an
opportunity and started a company that first
produced products to help parents minimize the
potential for allergies to appear in their children
and now educates people on this. Join Chris and
Meenal as they discuss her fascinating journey
which highlights a
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Featured Guest
Meenal Lele
Meenal Lele, is founder & CEO of Lil Mixins, an early allergen
introduction solution. Her first transformation occurred when she
decided to leave her work in the medical device industry (she was on the
founding team of two successful start-ups in orthopedics and vascular
medicine) to create Lil Mixins. Lil Mixins combines her deep clinical &
device experience and her chemical engineering & business degrees
from the University of Pennsylvania, with her goal to end food allergies
that affect 40 million Americans, like her son. Today, her company is
going through a transformation, as she is transitioning from a product
focused company to an education focused company. She realizes now
that
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